In the European University of Post-Industrial Cities (UNIC) we are not developing education, we are revolutionizing it. We, the students, are truly at the heart of this European University. From its inception, UNIC is being co-developed by students and university staff working hand in hand. Together we have the clear aim of building an institution that fosters student-centred learning and teaching, that creates societal impact in the local community and beyond and which enables international mobility for students regardless of their different backgrounds.

UNIC brings together eight universities that have all had to find a way to strive in, by European standards, uniquely challenging post-industrial environments. Building a common European University based on these foundations offers the opportunity to turn a disadvantage into an advantage and truly harness the transformative potential of diversity. Therefore we, as the representatives of the eight Student Bodies involved in UNIC, wholeheartedly support the creation of The European University of Post-Industrial Cities.

JOINT STUDENT DECLARATION

Creating inclusion, mobility and impact for ourselves and for the students of the future